Caran d’Ache:
LUMINANCE 6901
• Created for professional artist,
designers and illustrators
• Complies with ASTM D-6901 the
international standard for lightfastness
• 76 colors in highly concentrated
pigments, available in sets and separate colors
• Permanent, water-resistant leads that lay down smooth.
• 3.8 mm leads have high pigment concentration for bright and intense colors.
• Highly recommended for mixing, blending, shading, burnishing (with or
without the use of white pencils) and gradations.
• Uniform color lay down with no “Wax Bloom”
• The round barrel features 8 ply construction for maximum strength and
straightness.
• Constructed with premium grade California Cedar.
• Certiﬁed: FSC, Forrest Stewardship Council.
• Smooth lead requires the use of a sharp, high quality pencil sharpener.

6901.712

This range is made from 100% LFI certiﬁed colors.
Thanks to a majority of mono-pigmented shades, this
selection allows you to work with concentrated purity,
transparency and luminosity throughout with lush
primary color saturation.
Cardboard box with 12 Luminance colors.

6901.720

This range is made from 100% LFI certiﬁed colors.
Thanks to a majority of mono-pigmented shades, this
selection allows you to work with concentrated purity,
transparency and luminosity throughout with lush
primary color saturation.
Cardboard box with 20 Luminance colors.

6901.740

This assortment contains a wide range of colors of
which 85% are certiﬁed LFI. Thanks to the diversity of
hues and gradients red, blue and green, it allows both
the realization of portrait and landscape still lives.
Cardboard box with 40 Luminance colors.

6901.776

This set contains the complete range of 76
colors of Luminance 6901 as well as 2 FULL
BLENDER - Bright Sticks. This additional tool
allows for the mixing of colors and making
transparency eﬀects. Composed of 80% LFI
certiﬁed colors; this rich artistic selection is for
professionals artists and illustrators seeking
to exploit the many technical and creative
possibilities of this permanent colored pencil.

6901.476

Wood Gift Box with 76 Luminance 6901
pencils + 2 GRAFWOOD graphite pencils in
HB & 5B + duplicates of 4 color pencils in 001,
009, 162, 661 + 2 Full Blender - Bright Sticks.
Open stock pencils (3 pc minimum)
and counter displays are available.
Call for more information.
Click to view all wood box gift sets

6901.476

Click to view Luminance color chart
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1.) 3.8 mm lead, smooth and permanent
2.) FSC cedar wood of premium quality, round pencil
3.) Indicator of LFI or LFII lightfastness (standard ASTM D-6901)
4.) Brilliant pencil cap is true to the color of the lead

Techniques:

Artist’s secrets
Nicole Caulﬁeld realizes a technical composition with 3 of
Caran d’Ache complementary leads: Supracolor Soft, a
watercolor lead, Pablo, a dry permanent lead and Luminance
6901, a smooth and permanent lead.

Applied wash
Supracolor pencils are great for
applying a soft wash tint on the
sheet of paper, creating beautiful
base colors.

Undulating surfaces
Creation of undulating
eﬀects using both
Luminance 6901 and
Supracolor for "wet on
wet" and "dry on wet"
techniques.

Luminance video

Shading and
volume eﬀects
Luminance 6901 can be
applied, without altering
the watercolor areas, to
create dense coloring of
certain parts of the vase
to accentuate the volume
and intensify shadows.

Final details
Pablo colored pencils can
be used with Luminance
6901 to add more colors,
angles and ﬁnal details.

